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This is an overview tutorial that introduces software patterns and how they can be used to communicate the principles of reliability. Software patterns have been discussed in the software design and development community for more than a decade. Practitioners find them useful to learn new ways to design their software and also references to remember things that they already know. Patterns describe solutions that have withstood the test of time in production systems.

Three main topics will be covered in this tutorial. The first is a basic introduction to patterns, the worldwide pattern community and pattern resources. Patterns work together to generate solutions to problems that are non-obvious through pattern languages; pattern languages and other collections of patterns are the second topic to be covered. The third is the use of pattern languages to document software and system architectures. Illustrative patterns and pattern languages will come from software fault tolerance.

At the end of this tutorial the participants will be able to describe patterns, know where to find pattern resources, understand the basics of pattern languages and how patterns work together, and also be introduced to a variety of patterns for software fault tolerance.
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